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Abstract Bank churn occurs when customers switch from one bank to another. Although some customer loss is
unavoidable, it is important for banks to avoid voluntary churn as it is easier and cheaper to keep an existing customer
than to gain a new one. In our paper, we train and optimize a machine learning algorithm, specifically a k-nearest neighbors
algorithm, to predict whether or not a customer will leave their bank using existing demographic and financial information.
By giving banks a reliable method for predicting whether or not a customer will churn, they can prioritize certain groups in an
effort to increase retention rates. We compare the accuracy of our algorithm to other types of machine learning algorithms,
such as random forest and logistic regression models, and increase the accuracy of the k-nearest neighbor algorithm by
optimizing the k value used in our model, as well as utilizing 10-folds cross-validation. We determine the most important
attributes and weight them appropriately. After optimizing this model, we are able to predict with 85.72% accuracy whether
or not the customer will churn.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Bank Churn

Bank churn is the departure of customers from their bank, usually in favor of a different bank. According to [8], this
has become more common recently, as new communication technology such as the internet has increased consumer
awareness of their options. Churn can be divided into three categories: expected, which is customer loss due to the
passage of time; involuntary, which is customer exit because of misconduct or failure to meet their obligations;
and voluntary, when customers leave by choice. Voluntary churn can be further subdivided into incidental churn,
such as when a customer moves to a region not served by a bank, and deliberate churn, when customers leave due
to dissatisfaction with the institution. Reasons customers may churn voluntarily include poor quality of service,
loss of trust in the bank, high prices, and inconvenience. It is important for banks to develop strategies to predict
and prevent churn because keeping existing customers is easier and less expensive than gaining new ones [21].
Specifically, the cost of keeping an existing customer can be from five to twenty-five times lower than gaining a
new one [4]. This paper analyzes the behavior of 10,000 customers of the ABC multinational bank to predict the
likelihood that a particular customer will churn and how likely a group of customers is to churn. Moreover, this
paper aims to identify the most important features that will help banks optimize their products to entice high risk
customers to stay with them.
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1.2. Literature Review

We began by looking at the number of publications on customer churn in recent years. We searched for
bibliographic terms such as “KNN bank churn prediction” in google scholar. Between 2003 and 2023, we found
about 2,150 references across articles and reviews published in journals, books and conferences. Figure 1 below
emphasizes the recent uptick of interest in this topic from 2003 to 2023. The growing attention to customer churn
likely stems from banks recognizing the significance of customer retention. As more banks emerge over time,
competition intensifies. Additionally, the rapid advancement of machine learning techniques undoubtedly enhances
the analysis of customer data.

Figure 1. Number of Bank Churn Articles Per Year

Bank churn can be voluntary or involuntary, as stated in the introduction. When customers churn, they usually go
to another bank, which creates competition among banks. Machine learning methods aim to make predictions based
on data by identifying the most critical features in customer churn and the patterns in banks that are likely to lose
customers. Some patterns include poor quality service, lack of technologies, unsatisfactory interest rates, and lack
of variety of services. Customer churn is very detrimental for banks. Therefore, it is essential for banks to accurately
predict the likelihood that their clients may churn by identifying the most important features and optimizing their
products to retain their customers. Generally, a client is unlikely to leave their bank if their account is very active
[10].

[7] compared the performance of Exponential smoothing, Prophet, Hybrid Arima-Arch model, KNN model, and
Long-Short term memory for time series forecasting, which concluded that Exponential smoothing and KNN are
well-suited for short term forecasting of inflation rate in the U.S. and KNN performed the best accuracy. [22] found
that a new probability model Markov Chain & Clusters (MC & CL) demonstrates better classification results,
comparing with other popular models to classify sequences, including KNN+DTW, when there are few training
data available, because the new MC & CL model has fewer free parameters than the other popular models. [9]
compared the performance of a newly proposed combination model with genetic algorithms, autoencoder, and
KNN models to predict employee turnover with single KNN and DeepAutoencoder-KNN models. This study found
that the combination model performed significantly better for a low experimental sample size data. [19] compared
different machine learning methods, and also evaluated with cross-validations, k-fold validation, or leave-one-
out validation. They found that random forest with k-fold validation gives the best accuracy. Both cross-validation
methods yield similar results with random forest on an extensive dataset but produce different results when run on a
small dataset. However, k-fold validation is preferred due to its computational advantages. They also observed that
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the KNN model could have performed better if the dataset was not noisy and had missing values. [20] proposed an
approach to predicting customer churn using machine learning methods such as KNN, logistic regression, k-means
clustering to segment customers, decision trees, random forests, and support vector machines. After running their
data using the previous methods, they found that the random forest model has a higher accuracy rate. In contrast,
logistic regression has the lowest accuracy. [21] also found a similar comparing result for a credit card customer
dataset. [2] applied four machine learning methods: Logistic regression, Random forest, Neural Network and SVM
on imbalance and balance dataset. They found that the performance of the Random Forest algorithm increased
when the hyperparameters were adjusted, which is known as the Improved Random Forest algorithm (ERFA).
Meanwhile, [18] proposed a random oversampling (ROS)-voting (random forest [RF]-gradient boosting machines
[GBM]) model which has a better classification and prediction success compared to other classic methods. To
prevent the issue of imbalanced dataset, the study of [3] focused on the data processing methods. The performance
of a model yields better results when data are preprocessed before training the data.They used feature engineering
methods to identify the most important features for banking industry to avoid imbalance dataset issues. On the other
hand, [17] proposed a strategy to identify and select key indicators to predict the churn of institutional insurees,
which can help insurance companies formulate effective marketing strategies for policyholders’ churn.

The objective of this present paper is to identify the most important attributes in bank customer churning and to
optimize the KNN algorithm to achieve a better prediction result in terms of accuracy. We chose to focus on KNN
because it is simple to implement and computationally cheap to train. These are qualities which we believe make
it a useful model for businesses interested in using machine learning techniques.

2. Methodology

This section provides a description of the machine learning algorithms used in the study. While KNN is the
algorithm we seek to optimize to achieve a higher accuracy score, we use two other algorithms (Logistic Regression
and Random Forest Classifier) to compare with our newly optimized accuracy score.

Figure 2. KNN Algorithm Diagram

2.1. K-Nearest Neighbors

K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) is a nonparametric model; that is, a model that cannot be characterized by a bounded
set of parameters [13]. By having each hypothesis we generate retain within itself all the training examples, it can
then use all of them to predict the next example. This is also referred to as instance-based learning or memory-based
learning. KNN, when given a query xq, will find the k examples that are nearest to xq [13]. This can be denoted
as NN(k, xq). For classification, we first find NN(k, xq), then take the majority vote of the neighbors (since our
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classification is binary). As a way of avoiding ties, an odd number is chosen to be k. When determining a maximum
k value, we use the heuristic k = ⌊

√
n⌋, where n is the sample size.

Figure 2 shows how different k values determine the classification of the new, unknown data. As seen, when
k = 5, the new data has five neighbors, of which the majority are triangles; therefore, the new data point is classified
as a triangle. However, changing the value of k from 5 to 9, we see that the new data point is surrounded by a
majority of stars, and so it would be classified as a star rather than a triangle.

Paraphrasing the proof written by Devroye et al., [5], we seek to satisfy the condition that k → ∞ as n → ∞ in
such a way that k

n → 0. The heuristic used does satisfy this condition because k = ⌊
√
n⌋ → ∞ and k

n = ⌊
√
n⌋
n ≈

1√
n
→ 0. This theorem can be taken as an asymptotic result, meaning that as more observations are collected

n → ∞, the classification error rate of the KNN classifier Ln will almost certainly converge to the minimal
classification error rate L* one can hope to obtain.

Ln
a.s.−−→ L∗ ⇐⇒ P

(
lim
n→∞

Ln = L∗
)
= 1

The k-nearest neighbors model typically uses the Minkowski distance (or LP norm) which measures the distance
from a query point xq to an example point xj defined as

LP (xj , xq) =

(∑
i

|xj,i − xq,i|P
) 1

P

In our study we had p = 2, which is equivalent to the well-known Euclidean distance formula:

L2(xj , xq) =

√∑
i

(xj,i − xq,i)2

Python provides a machine learning library known as Scikit-Learn. Using this library, we were able to run
our computational analysis utilizing the KNeighborsClassifier, which is a supervised neighbors-based learning
(or instance-based learning) method similar to that described above [11, 15]. While the basic implementation of
KNeighborsClassifier uses uniform weights that assign a value to a query point based on a majority vote, our study
determined higher weights for the top three features considered to be most predictive.

2.2. Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a linear model for classification despite the name. Linear classifiers can either make
predictions using a discontinuous function or a continuous, differentiable function. Using a discontinuous function
will announce a confident prediction of either 1 or 0, while using a continuous function allows for a gradated
prediction [13]. Logistic Regression aims to soften the discontinuous threshold function using the logistic function:

Logistic(z) =
1

1 + e−z

The output of this function will provide the probability of the classification [13].
As stated in Scikit-Learn [11, 14], the case of binary class logistic regression; that is, assuming the target value

yi is in the set {0, 1} for data point i, the Logistic Regression model will predict the probability of the positive class
p̂(Xi) as

p̂(Xi) = Logistic(Xiw + w0) =
1

1 + e−Xiw−w0

2.3. Random Forests

Before describing Random Forests, we must explain how decision trees work. Decision Trees (DTs) are a non-
parametric supervised learning method used for classification and regression [11, 16]. DTs represent a function
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that will return an output or decision when given a vector of attribute values [13]. These values can be either
discrete or continuous. A decision is made after running a sequence of tests with each node in a tree corresponding
to a test of an input attribute’s value. Each leaf node will then specify a value that will be returned to the function.

The following is mathematical formulation of Decision Trees stated in Scikit-Learn [11, 16]:
Given training vectors xi ∈ Rn, i = 1, . . . , l and a label vector y ∈ Rl, a decision tree recursively partitions the
feature space such that the samples with the same labels or similar target values are grouped together.
Let the data at node m be represented by Qm with nm samples. For each candidate split θ = (j, tm) consisting of
a feature j and threshold tm, partition the data into Qleft

m (θ) and Qright
m (θ) subsets

Qleft
m (θ) = {(x, y)|xj ≤ tm}
Qright

m (θ) = Qm \Qleft
m (θ)

(1)

The quality of a candidate split of node m is then computed using an impurity function or loss function H(), the
choice of which depends on the task being solved (classification or regression).

G(Qm, θ) =
nleft
m

nm
H
(
Qleft

m (θ)
)
+

nright
m

nm
H
(
Qright

m (θ)
)

Select the parameters that minimizes the impurity.

θ∗ = argminθG
(
Qm, θ

)
Recurse for subsets Qleft

m (θ∗) and Qright
m (θ∗) until the maximum allowable depth is reached, nm < minsamples or

nm = 1. If a target is a classification outcome taking on values 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1 for node m, let

pmk =
1

nm

∑
y∈Qm

I
(
y = k

)
be the proportion of class k observations in node m. If m is a terminal node, (the Scikit-Learn method call)
“predictproba” for this region is set to pmk. In our paper we use the Gini measure of impurity:

H
(
Qm

)
=
∑
k

pmk

(
1− pmk

)
Random Forest (RF) is an amalgamation of several different decisions trees during its training. All the predictive
results from the trees are collected to calculate a final decision. Our study is using RF as a classifier; as such, it
will use the mode of the classes for its final prediction. This is known as an Ensemble Technique. RF also handles
what is known as Feature Importance. Feature Importance is calculated as the decrease in node impurity weighed
by the probability of reaching that node. The number of samples that reach the node divided by the total number of
samples gives the node probability. A higher value corresponds to a more important feature [12].

In our implementation of RF we use the default version in Scikit-Learn which has 100 Decision Trees and uses
Gini Impurity.

Algorithm:

• Input dataset with N features and n number of trees.
• A random forest is generated.
• Split the data into training and testing data.
• Fit the data.
• The model then predicts the probability of a customer churning based on majority voting.

2.4. Dataset

Our data, consisting of 10,000 examples of customer data from the ABC Multinational Bank, was sourced from
the website Kaggle.com [1]. Each item has 14 variables. The first three, Row Number, Customer Id, and Surname,
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were ignored, as they have no predictive value. We use the 12 features shown in the tables to predict customer
churn. The numerical feature Number of Products represents how many banking services they were signed up for
(i.e., savings account, checking account, credit card, etc.). In training our model we created features in order to
show the KNN model that there’s a relation between the two. We also have the target variable Exited which is 0 if
the customer did not churn, and is 1 if the customer did churn.

Figure 3. Feature Description

2.5. Features

Machine learning uses feature variables and a target variable. In our case of predicting bank churn, the target
variable is whether or not the customer will leave the bank. We have a binary classification problem where 0 means
the customer did not leave, and 1 means the customer left the bank. We use our feature variables to predict if a
customer leaves the bank. These variables include age, credit score, and others. We can think of our algorithm as a
function where x is a vector of the features and y is the target variable, binary 0 or 1.
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Figure 4. Feature Distribution Examples
Top/Bottom: Customers who Exited/did not Exit

Right/Left: Age/Credit Score

2.6. How is Our Model Trained?

Machine learning models are trained using a large collection of prepared data. We separate the data into a feature
vector x, and a label y. We show the model as many examples of feature vectors and labels as possible so the model
can see the pattern in the feature vector to accurately predict the label [5]. In practice, to evaluate the quality of our
model, we have to test how the model performs on data it hasn’t seen before. To do this, we split our data into a
training set and a test set. We show the model the training set so it can make predictions and then test its accuracy
on the test set which it has not seen before. This way, we’re testing how the model would likely perform in a real
setting. To score the model, we determine how examples were correctly predicted and take a percentage score.
Figure 5 shows how the KNN algorithm works. We compare the accuracy score computed to the accuracy score of
the RF model.

Figure 5. KNN Algorithm Flowchart
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We also use k-fold cross validation. K-fold cross validation is a method of training and testing a machine learning
algorithm. It separates the dataset into k folds and trains the model k times. Each time it uses one of the folds the
dataset is split into as the test set and the rest of the data as training data. The k neighbors used in KNN and the k
folds used in k-fold cross validation are values which have no relation to each other. We can see in the following
picture an example of 10-fold cross validation. In the end it takes the accuracy score of the model on the test set
from each iteration and averages the performance, and returns that value as the score of the model’s performance.

Figure 6. 10-Fold Cross Validation

We trained four algorithms all using Scikit-Learn. We trained two versions of KNN, one with a version of the
dataset with our top three features scaled and one without the feature scaling. We then used the default version of
Logistic Regression and Random Forests and trained them on the dataset without feature scaling. To test our model
we ran 10-Fold Cross Validation ten times and recorded the resulting average accuracy score for all four models.
We then tune the k parameter of KNN and the factor we scaled the top three features by 12 to increase the accuracy
of the model.

2.7. Problem Solving Method and Analysis

To predict bank churn, we trained a KNN algorithm using top 3 feature scaling. Our work was inspired by Enriko et
al, [6], who used top 3 and top 2 feature scaling to improve the performance of the KNN algorithm to predict Heart
Disease. We chose to use top 3 feature scaling because our feature importance results from the RF model in Figure
7 show that the three features, Age, Number of Products, isActiveMember, are more important than the others.
We use 10-fold cross validation and the Euclidean distance metric for the KNN algorithm. We also train a logistic
regression model and a RF model to serve as comparisons to our KNN model. The logistic regression model serves
as a baseline score for models computationally cheap and similar to KNN. The RF model serves as a baseline for
comparison to more computationally expensive and complicated models. We use the RF model to determine the
top 3 features which we will scale. To score our accuracy we use the default accuracy score in Scikit-Learn, which
returns a percentage score of how many times the model predicted the label, churned or retained, accurately.

Random Forests are an ensemble model which combines the results of many simple learners to produce an
accurate prediction. The RF model we trained consists of 100 Decision Trees which make a prediction, then the
prediction is the class the majority voted for. In contrast KNN and Logistic Regression are simple models which
only implement a single simple algorithm to make predictions.
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For our training, we aim to optimize KNN by changing the value of k and the factor by which we scale the top
3 features. Thus, for each training iteration, we train a KNN model without feature scaling, a KNN model with
feature scaling, a logistic regression model, and a RF classifier model and record the result of each. Each time we
train the model, we train the model 10 times with 10-fold cross validation, and we take the average and record this
as the result.

Figure 7. Feature Importance Ranking

To find optimal k and the optimal factor, we used trial and error by changing the values. We also used trends
in the accuracy data to make more educated predictions for optimal values. Additionally, we experimented with
different distance functions but found that Euclidean distance provided the best results in accuracy. Further, we
found that RF and logistic regression models had very little to no variance in their accuracy scores when trained.
At most the change was 0.06% differences between scores.

3. Results

Of the variables which were included in our dataset, we used Random Forests to rank feature importance and found
that the three most important for predicting churn for a customer were their Age, isActiveMember, and Number of
Products as shown in Figure 7. We gave these three attributes the highest weights within the distance formula in
order to prioritize the most relevant features.

Table 1 shows how the score of the KNN algorithm can differ for small values of k. Here we scaled the top 3
factors by 2. We can see that we have a decent improvement in KNN when we scale the top 3 features and with
very few changes KNN can outperform logistic regression. Our model, when scaled with a factor of 2, reaches its
best accuracy when k = 9, but still falls short of the RF classifier by a large margin. We also see how the model
ends up not improving only by increasing k.
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Table 2 shows how the accuracy score of KNN changes with the factor we scale the top 3 features by a factor of
12. We use an optimal k = 57 we found through trial and error to illustrate this.

Table 3 shows our final result and optimized model. We found that by scaling the top 3 features by 12 and setting
k = 57 we got an accuracy score of 85.72% which is very close to RF’s accuracy score of 86.10%. We found
that optimizing the factor by which the top 3 features are scaled results in the KNN model having a much higher
accuracy score. We see from the graph that the optimal factor by which to scale the top 3 factors would be 12, after
which the accuracy of KNN with feature scaling decreases.
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4. Conclusion & Future Works

Our objective in this paper was to optimize a KNN model to predict bank churn. We used 10,000 examples of
customer data from the ABC Multinational Bank to train our model. We optimized the model by applying weights
to the most important variables, applying 10-fold cross validation, and iterating until the optimal k-value (k = 57)
was found. The novel feature of our research in bank churn was optimizing KNN by tuning both k and the factor by
which we scale the top three features. Our optimized KNN model, when compared to two other machine learning
algorithms, gave us an accuracy score of 85.72%. This accuracy score was better than a computationally cheap
logistic regression model and similar to a computationally expensive RF classifier.

Our work has some limitations, mainly due to the fact that we only analyzed data from one bank, with customers
from just three countries. This means our model may not achieve the same accuracy if used with data from a
different company or location; the weights might have to be adjusted to correct for differences between customer
bases. Additionally, there is the possibility that customer behavior will change over time, necessitating occasional
re-calibration of the algorithm so that its accuracy does not decrease as time passes. This is especially important
since we used heuristic methods to optimize it. Nevertheless, we believe that the KNN algorithm can be adapted
for different datasets using the process outlined in this paper. Having done so, and thus identified which customers
may be likely to churn, banks could target those customers with incentives to stay. The precise incentives would
depend on why the customers might leave; those dissatisfied with customer service could be the target of extra
attention from specialists, while those seeking better financial terms could receive special offers. However, banks
would have to do some extra work to learn what might work for specific customers; another limitation of our work
is that, while the feature selection process might help identify broad trends causing customers to churn, the KNN
algorithm cannot provide the reason any specific customer might consider leaving.

There are several avenues for future research work using this algorithm. It could be used to predict customer
churn in different industries; in this case, the algorithm would have to be adapted to use different variables, as
other businesses may not have access to customer information with the same level of detail as banks. Another
avenue for future research could be to apply this approach to binary classification of different types of data. Such
data includes medical data to determine whether someone might have a particular disease, financial data to predict
whether someone will default on a loan, or voter data to predict election results, among others.
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